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Here is a list of colors to get started. this list covers most of the common use cases and elements, but may be 
incomplete. It doesn’t cover sizes or other styles, besides basic color assignments.

Base text color:
Dark grey #676767
Light grey #b3b3b3 (breadcrumbs, special use)

Link color
Green #539d15

Link hover
Underline, Black #000000

Topics links color
Dark Grey #676767

Topics Links hover
Underline, Black #000000

Topics in common links
White #ffffff with #676767 Background, with overlay highlight
background graphic (30% transparent white png)

Topics in common links hover
Underline White #ffffff with black #000000 Background, with overlay
highlight background graphic (30% transparent white png)

User need/offer text:
Dark Blue #1b3577

Navigation, topics, lists, formal links are all bold. in the case that
a link is in the body of user entered data (blog post, bio) is should
not be bold.

Header background color
Light grey #f9f9f9

Horizontal rules in body
1 px no shadow, light grey #ecedee

Horizontal rules in header boxes or over light grey
1 px no shadown, light grey #dcdcdc

FORMS COLORS

Form section background color
light grey #f6f6f6

form element background color
white #ffffff

form element stroke color
light grey #e5e5e5

unfilled form text (instructions)
light grey #b3b3b3

user entered data
black #000000

Orange color (required, alerts, special use, promo boxes)
#f58024

STYLE NOTES:

This document details design use cases, includes notes on design and copy, and provides 
some early style guidelines for development. This document should be used as the master 
guide for design to be implemented; psds are also provided as a resource for graphic assets, 
but minor (easily correctable) inconsistencies may exist in the psds.
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The following are sizes for all image-handler images (profile photos, project logos). Entire 
logo should be centered on tile. 

220x220 (profile size)

160x160

140x140

80x80

60x60 (normal icon size)

30x30 (feed author/sidebar icon size)

STYLE NOTES (cont’d)
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Logo Icon & Photo Icon specs:
Below are specs for each size of icon, for both uploaded profile pictures, and uploaded project icons. These 
items are treated differently, as icons have a stroke, and photos do not. We discussed doing this all with css 
on the call, but I also provided image templates for the thumbnails in each size, in case they are needed. One 
special need may be for creating Challenge icons in the medium size. 

220x220 size:
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 220x220
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 212x212 (to stay within stroke)

160x160 size:
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 160x160
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 152x152 (to stay within stroke)

140x140 size:
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 140x140
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 132x132 (to stay within stroke)

80x80 size:
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 80x80
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 72x72 (to stay within stroke)

60x60 size:
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 80x80
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 52x52 (to stay within stroke)

30x30 size:
3px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
profile photos cropped to 80x80
for logos:
2px stroke, color: #e5e5e5
logo cropped to 26x26 (to stay within stroke)

Generic Badges
I made templates for generic badges, like “Challenge winner” and also examples for “Volunteer Hours” and 
Project status in it’s 3 stages. You can build these with css for the corners, dividers and shadow as you were 
describing earlier, or use the graphics I included as backgrounds, whatever works better for you. If you do 
use css, I provided a template for the left hand image size in addition to the full badge psd.
220x40
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance
photo/image on left: 78x40
text size: variable 
text color variable to match image
text area background color #f6f6f6

Box Styles
6px radius round corner
50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px distance

STYLE NOTES (cont’d)
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Sidebar Boxes
220 wide
base header size: 15px Myriad Bold

Indicator Arrows for boxes
I’ve generated arrows in seven colors I thought would ever be useful, and named them with their matching 
html color name. If you come up with more colors let me know. these can be used with a striped box with 
matching 2 pixel solid color border, or on solid color boxes.  The psd contains layers for all the colors. 

The colors are
000000
f58024
539d15
676767
f7f7f7
f6f6f6
fafafa
ffffff

These graphics contain a dropshadow that matches the icon style, 50% black drop shadow: 90º down, 2px 
distance. A matching drop shadow should be used on the box the arrow is associated with. 

Form/action Buttons
I retooled the button to look similar, and allow for the 3 piece style we discussed. I created a psd with the 3 
slices, and layers for each color. I used the psd to export all the slices of all the layers, named by their base 
color, and numbered left to right, 1,2,3. in each series, image #2 is the the image that will stretch across the 
background. #1 and #3 are end caps.

Special Buttons
I’ve included 4 special buttons as psds and pngs. 
1. Play button for homepage in green
2. Giant join button for homepage
3. Edit square button for edit profile/project page.
4. Help button for sidebar/form use.

Nav Bar Activity Indicator Background
There is a green button behind the number of activity alerts waiting for a logged in user. In order to fit it in 
the nav bar, this is smaller than a typical button, although it is built the same way, with 3 slices, so it can 
expand wider for bigger numbers if needed. I created a psd for the background, and exported the 3 slices, 
numbered the same as the buttons. I also included a single graphic button with the text included, in case this 
is not to be localized.

Striped tiling backgrounds
I created tiling backgrounds in as many colors as I could find in the comps. There are a few shades of grey, 
orange and green. I included psds and pngs of each color. 

Degradation in older browsers
We were talking about how the site would degrade earlier as well, and while cutting all this up I was thinking 
that on older browsers that don’t support tthe round corners and drop shadows, the way to go would probably 
be to drop all those styles altogether, leaving just square, raw images, bubbles, and backgrounds. I think that 
would be better than having some things be rounded and shadowed, and some not.

STYLE NOTES (cont’d)
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1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME

Global nav on authenticated Home has orange striped “featured box” with drop shadow 
that runs the full width of the browser window, stretching with resizing of the window. 

Showing mouseover of global nav:

Showing mouseover of subnav:

Subnav text should read as it is above. Recommend never using “N2” to represent the 
brand externally — it is alienating to users who don’t know what it means.  “About 
NetSquared” is spelled out because the word “NetSquared” is not in the logo - it is  
important to have the name somewhere at the top of the page.

Recommended Global Nav:

People
    Recent Activity
    My Connections

Projects
   Publish a Project
   Recent Activity
   Projects I Follow
   My Topics
   Challenges

Topics
   Recent Activity
   Create a Wiki

Local
    Find a Local group
    Start a Local group
    Local Organizers
    Curricula

Blog
    Publish a Post

About NetSquared
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Showing “Activity menu.” Menu appears when user has activity since last landing/ login, and 
mouses over the number of activity items. 

The options menu shows only when user clicks their own name (mousing over name should 
show an underline highlight state, and this state should persist to indicate user name needs 
to be clicked again to hid menu). This menu is completely unrelated to the number, and 
there for should not include the number in the menu box. Revision as shown:

Showing sign-in menu. Please use verbage “Sign in/ sign out” rather than “log” as shown 
below.

Activity items are listed according to 
user’s projects, connections, and topics. 
Clicking item takes user to correspond-
ing page, and lowers number of activity 
items in menu.

1.1  Copy edit: should say “2 new 
comments” on project

1.1

1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME
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Authenticated Home page. Featured box shows content in two modules. (See next page for 
additional guidelines for the featured box area). 

Sitemap: I.

1.2  If authenticated user has not 
synched their Twitter account with 
#dailybits, this button appears. On 
mouseover, reveal a tooltip, “Sync 
your #dailybits feed with  
Twitter”. Clicking reveals  
authorization dialog. 

Pulldown menu appears (or is enabled) 
for authenticated users who are authors 
of at least one project. “Post to My 
Stream” is default and #dailybits  
appear on user’s profiles as well for 
this option. “Post to [projectname]” 
would appear as a selectable project 
page update option.

1.21  Needs and offers both use 
this visual style, but each should 
have a label in the same font style 
that reads “NEED:” or  
“OFFERING:” at the beginning of 
this text.

1.2

1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME

1.21
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1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME

Featured Box Area. The Featured Box Area is to be used for promo content or to show off 
examples of successful collaborations or other ways users have leveraged the site. This 
area is always 300 pixels high, and stretches as wide as the browser window.

Featured content is always placed within two modules as shown. Each module is 222 x 460 
pixels, centered and spaced as shown. There are different ways to call “extra attention” to 
specific content or items:

 A) If there is a visual item being featured, such as a video still, featured user or 
 project image, the item can be placed under a page “curl” in one of the modules, 
 preferably the right module. The purpose here of the curl is providing an extra visual 
 clue to click. Items placed under curls should always be clickable, either loading
 another page or a video in a flyover window. At minimum, there must be a highlight
 state when user mouses over the visual, such as underlining the text caption or 
 adding a noticeable drop shadow to the visual. Ideally, the page curl would curl back
 even further to show more of the image. 

 Buttons should never be placed under page curls.  

 B) If there is mostly textual content that needs extra impact, a corner green triangle
 with drop shadow and either an icon or appropriate text could be used. Note the
 alignment and spacing of text. Headline should be minimum of 30 pixels away  
 from green triangle. 
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Showing #dailybits Help window. Window could use close box instead of OK button for 
closing. All help windows should behave in a similar style throughout the site.

1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME
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Unauthenticated Home. This is the public version of Home that is displayed upon landing on 
NetSquared.com, prior to sign-in or registration. In addition to the orange striped featured 
box running the full width of the browser no matter what the window size, the blue map with 
gradient should as well. 

Sitemap: I.

1.3  Links to Topics (when 
released) - optional. 

1.31  Links to People landing.

1.32  Links to Local.

1.33  Links to Projects Landing.

1.34  Demo video opens and plays 
in overlay.

1.35  Mouseover state for element 
under page curl is white underline of 
the text. Clicking this item loads  
project page for Open Green Map 
(with video). 

1. GLOBAL NAV, FOOTER + HOME

1.3 1.31

1.32

1.33

1.34

1.35
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2. PROJECTS

Projects Landing filter UI. Ideally the page should reload upon selecting different options 
within the pulldown menus. For text-entry fields, user should be able to use the Return key 
to perform the filter or click the magnifying glass. We might try using a Search button in 
the style of other gray glossy buttons instead of the magnifying glass, which seems too 
closely related to the keyword box. 

 

 
2.13  Showing opened options filter 

UI

2.14  Showing filtered results UI

Gray helper text in fields appear by 
default as follows:

Project Phase:  “All phases”
In Country:  “All countries”
With Budget Range (in $USD): 
“minimum” to “maximum”
Keywords: “(ex: php and mobile)”

2.13

2.14
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Projects Landing. Includes the elements shown in full color and mockup form below, plus an 
additional Featured Area Box at the top, shown and described on the next page. 

Sitemap: III.

2.2  Activity feed. Note font 
change for comments. Comments, 
needs/ offers, and added contributors 
do not show topics or summaries.

2.21  Showing tag/ topic in 
common with authenticated user, and 
mouseover style for tag in common 
(underline inside box). 

2.22   #dailybit should be lowercase, 
not capitalized as shown here.

2.23   Show More button is an option 
to Ajax auto-load scrolling. In either 
case of auto-load reaching a 30-item 
limit or “manual load” show more, 10 
more updates would be added to the 
page in order of most recent.

2.24  Help button - optional. Help 
window UI and content TBD.2.21

2.2

2.2

2.23

2.24

2. PROJECTS

2.22
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Projects Landing. Includes the elements shown in full color and mockup form below, plus an 
additional Featured Area Box at the top, shown and described on the next page. 

Projects Landing. Showing the new Featured Box Area to be implemented at the top of the 
page. The below is a wireframe to show functionality, and style indications are annotated.

This area follows the same spec for size, color and spacing as the Home page featured area, 
except there is one long module in its center. Nav arrows should be used to refresh entire pane 
with new content, both projects and topics. Arrows should have a lighter color value and be 
inactive when there is no more content. 

Sitemap: III.

2.25  “All” is always default 
filter on landing for Topics, but 
projects should be randomized 
per landing. When user clicks a 
topic, 6 new projects load that are 
tagged with that topic. 

2.26  Style: orange “Topics” 
header,  green highlight bar for 
topics with reversed white topic 
text, dark gray text for non-high-
lighted topics (color of topic link 
text throughout site).

2.27  Style: shades of dark and 
light green that match others used 
throughout the site for active/ 
inactive nav arrows. 

2.28  Style: orange header and 
subheader, light gray for the  
project descriptor text. 

2. PROJECTS

2.262.25

2.27

2.28
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Project Profile page: Sitemap:  IIIC.

2.3   Need and offer bubbles. 
Mousing over reveals button for  
contact/ messaging, or enabling follow/ 
connection relationship between users. 

 

2.31   Contributors and Followers 
header strips use “View All” button, 
when required space-wise, to reveal all 
people in overlay (see People Profile 
section). 

2.3

2.31

2.31

2. PROJECTS
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Project page follow states:

2. PROJECTS
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Project Author/ Contributor’s view of Project page: Sitemap:  IIIB.

 2.4  Edit Project button reveals 
project form, while edit icons on need/ 
offer and add button next to topics are 
their own dialogs or in-line edit  
functions.

2.41  If author has not synched 
project’s Twitter account with #daily-
bits, this button appears. On mouseover, 
reveal a tooltip, “Sync your project’s 
#dailybits feed with Twitter”. Clicking 
reveals authorization dialog.

 2.4

2.41

2. PROJECTS
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The New Project form is below, shown when users click UI to publish a project: Sitemap:  IIIA.

2.5  Copy edit: should say “project 
contributors,” not participants

2.51  Twitter sync UI. Checkboxes 
are disabled by default, until Twitter 
account is authorized for syncing.  
Recommend pre-selected checkboxes.

2.5

2.51

2. PROJECTS
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Showing confirmation state of Project page - after Project form has been submitted or up-
dated. 

2.6

Sitemap:  IIIB.

2.6  Confirmation bar - option to 
show for 5 seconds, then hide.

2. PROJECTS
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Sitemap:  IIIB1.

Include orange asterisks (*) with  
“*required” footnote for required fields. 
(See User Registration comp for style.)

2.7   Clears need or offer box.

2.71   Copy edit: recommend 
“Stop sync of #dailybits”

The Edit state of the Project form is shown below.

2.71

2. PROJECTS

2.7
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Challenges Landing page: Sitemap:  IIIF.

2.8  Country-specific Challenges.

2.81  Sort order of Challenges is:

1- Voting Closes (soonest)/ Open to 
Voting
2- Submissions Close (soonest)/ Open 
to Submission
3- Winners Announced (most recent)/ 
Challenge Closed/ 

2. PROJECTS

2.8

2.81
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Challenge page: Sitemap:  IIIF1.

2. PROJECTS
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Enter Challenge page: Sitemap:  IIIF2.

2. PROJECTS
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Confirmation of successful project submission into Challenge: 2.9   Confirmation bar. Option to 
hide after 8 seconds.

2. PROJECTS

2.9

2. PROJECTS
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Judge’s Dashboard for Challenges. Below is a rough visual mockup with some areas only 
wireframed in grayscale to show functionality. See style notes in the annotations.

2.10   Easy shortcut for judges in 
user options menu

2.11  Only display this filter and 
label if Challenge has categories

2.12  Row color and “ON 
BALLOT” icon/ text indicate user has
voted for this project

2.13  Project icon

2.14  Contributors/ followers 
optional

2.15  Style: suggest beveled styling 
as in global nav but with
lighter gray values. 

2.16  Clicking unselected column 
header should activate sorting by 
that header, but sorting triangles can
be clicked independently

2.17  Green stripe style as used on 
 Challenge Detail page (co-sponsor
box). 

2.18  Project names are clickable to 
project pages. (Spawn new browser 
window so user can easily return 
here?)

2.19  Expanded Options widget uses 
filters as on Projects Gallery landing: 
Keyword, Category, Phase.

2.20  Ballot states are the same as
for indiv users’ ballots. 

2.21  Suggest listing all projects on 
page (no pagination)

2. PROJECTS

2.10

2.11

2.12

2.13

2.14

2.15
2.16

2.17

2.18

2.19

2.20

2.21
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3. PEOPLE
Sitemap: II.

3.1  Activity feed shows: need + 
offer, expertise, projects, in stated 
order. OK to leave a members activity 
line blank if no activity on above. 

3.11  Suggested new member 
welcome.

3.12  Members sorted by closest 
N2 Local Organizer first, then # topics 
in common. Option to have a topics 
mouseover per user, to demonstrate 
topics in common.

People Landing page, which appears after the “People” link in the global nav is clicked:

3.1

3.11

3.12
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Showing filter/ search options: These could also be handled in an  
Advanced Search dialog.

3. PEOPLE
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People Profile page: Sitemap:  IIA.

3.2  Follows convention of project
follow states: Connect button -->   
Connected gray text with mouseover 
“Remove connection” gray button.

3.21  External links such as 
affiliations, user’s blog, etc, load in 
separate browser window.

3.2

3.21

3. PEOPLE
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Need/ Offer mouseover:

3. PEOPLE
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Authenticated user’s view of Profile Page: Sitemap:  IIB.

 3.3  Edit Profile button reveals edit 
profile form, while edit icons on need/ 
offer and add button next to topics are 
their own dialogs or in-line edit  
functions.

3.31  If author has not synched 
his/ her Twitter account with  
#dailybits, this button appears. On 
mouseover, reveal a tooltip, “Sync 
your #dailybits feed with Twitter”. 
Clicking reveals authorization dialog.

3.32  View All reveals all 
connections in overlay (see next page). 

 3.3

3.31

3. PEOPLE

3.32
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Showing “View All” overlay.

3. PEOPLE 3.4   Scroll bar activates after 4 
rows of people is exceeded. 

This style is to be used for all “View 
All” links that require listings of  
individual users (Project Page, Wiki 
Page in Topics). 

3.4
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User Registration form:
Sitemap: IA.

This form is identical to the Edit  
Profile page (shown next) except for 
the New Account information section, 
and the wording of the Submit button.

3. PEOPLE
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Confirmation of user registration/ profile update:  3.5   After new user registration, 
message reads, “Congratuations! You 
have successfully created a new  
account.”

 3.5

3. PEOPLE
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Edit profile view.
Sitemap:  IIB1.

3. PEOPLE
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Blog Landing page (appears when user clicks “Blog” in global nav): Sitemap:  VI.

4.1  “View Posts” filters page by 
keyword [author’s name]. “Visit Site” 
loads their website or blog in a new 
browser window. 

4.11  Local group blogs are shown 
by trending (containing most recent 
post within group). Expand widget 
shows all 50 groups, change link to 
“Less”.

4. BLOG

4.1

4.11
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New Post form: Sitemap:  VIB. 

4.2  Local Group pulldown.

4.2

4. BLOG
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Blog Post page (showing single post): Sitemap:  VIA. 

4. BLOG
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Topics landing page (appears when user clicks “Topics” in global nav):

5. TOPICS

Sitemap:  IV.

5.1   Featured topic module can 
optionally include a related Goal. Goal 
icon is clickable to first issue page 
under that goal. Individual  
issues (described in text) are clickable 
(mouseover link) to corresponding is-
sue pages.

5.11   Each goal icon and green link 
label is clickable to first issue page 
under that goal.

5.1

5.11
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Single Topic page. Appears wherever user clicks topic tag throughout site (except in the blog 
section, where noted). 

Sitemap:  IVA.

5.2  Optional/ contextual to topic.

5.21  Links to Projects page with 
topic as keyword filter.

5.22  Activity feed for topic. Every 
feed item should contain topic. 

5.2
5.21

5.22

5. TOPICS
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Goals and Issues Landing page. 
5.3  Showing option for when no 

Hackathons are currently running. 
Arrows allow user to navigate through 
various hackathons. Each image should 
be clickable, loading new browser  
window with that Hackathon’s site.

5.31  These goals are clickable but 
only expose subsections, as they do not 
have their own pages. 

5.3

5. TOPICS

5.31
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Goals and Issues Content (Issue) page. 

5.4  Showing option to co-brand 
this page with a currently running 
Hackathon. 

5.41  Above module shows 
four projects and four people on 
NetSquared, randomized on landing, 
who are tagged with related topics.

5.42  Use corresponding MDG goal 
icon in style (dropshadow, rounded 
corners) of project/ people icons on 
site. 

5. TOPICS

5.41

5.4

5.42
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5. TOPICS

Wiki New Post/ Edit/ Revision history. Also applies to Organizers’ Handbooks section  
(under Local).

Signed in as Laney Strange  ISigned in as Laney Strange   I4 SIGN OUTSIGN OUTPEOPLE        PROJECTS       TOPICS         LOCAL       BLOG      ABOUT NETSQUARED     TOPICS   PEOPLE        PROJECTS       TOPICS         LOCAL       BLOG      ABOUT NETSQUARED  

New

Provide a one-line summary of the issue here.

De
ne the problem, provide a quick background with relevant key statistics.

Topics: [topic tag], [topic tag]

Quick Links:
• [URL]
• [URL]

Key Terms:
• Term: De
nition

Key Actors:
• Category: Description of actor

[Provide a video, presentation, or other 
le that might help provide relevant summary
information at-a-glance]

Signed in as Laney Strange  ISigned in as Laney Strange   I4 SIGN OUTSIGN OUTPEOPLE        PROJECTS       TOPICS         LOCAL       BLOG      ABOUT NETSQUARED     TOPICS   PEOPLE        PROJECTS       TOPICS         LOCAL       BLOG      ABOUT NETSQUARED  
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5.5  A new post form provides both 
suggested content (outline/ template) 
and corresponding styles for that  
section.  

5.51  OK to use Drupal default 
revision history UI. Preview and Save 
buttons should be inactive. 5.5

5.51
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6. LOCAL

Landing Page - appears when “Local” is clicked in Global Nav. Sitemap:  V.

6.1  User can navigate to region or 
city via this pulldown. Cities are nested 
within regions in the pulldown. 

6.11  Links to FAQs in About sec-
tion.

6.12  Links to Curricula.
Add link “Organizers’ Handbooks” 
underneath.

Hover state:

Mousing over region highlights region 
in orange with region name.  
Mousing over city/ dot reveals city or 
group name. Click to load region page 
or local group page, accordingly.

6.13  Links to Local Orgs page.

6.1

6.11

6.13

6.12
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Region page - appears after user clicks region on Landing map. 

Launch version: 

Sitemap:  VA. 

Two versions of this page are being 
provided:

- Launch version (shown here) lists 
project with  
contributors in the region.

- Further out, editorial can provide a 
module that shows projects that were 
impacted by curricula.

6. LOCAL
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Version with Projects nested within Curricula for region:
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Local Group page. Sitemap:  VA1.

This comp shows optional group logo 
and video/ image in body of page.

6.2  Endorsements 
functionality to be added at a later 
date. Group organizers of this group 
see “Request Endorsements” instead of 
“Endorse This Group.”

6. LOCAL

6.2
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Local Group page - View All link shows the below, so user can read full endorsements.

The below is a wireframe to indicate functionality. Use same styling as for help windows and 
“View All” people overlay.

Local Group page - Endorse this group dialog, for viewers of the page who are NOT  
organizers of the group. The below is a wireframe to show functionality - use same styling as 
for help windows and “View All” people overlay.

6. LOCAL
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Local Group page - group organizer’s dialog to request endorsements from the group. The 
below is a wireframe to indicate functionality - use the same styling as for help windows and 
“View All” people overlay.

6. LOCAL
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Local Group page - showing hover on map, along with no group logo or visuals in body of 
page. 

Sitemap:  VA1.

6. LOCAL
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Local Organizers Directory. Appears when user clicks “View All” local organizers on  
Landing page, or on Local subnav menu. 

Sitemap:  VC.

6.3   Default is “All regions”

6. LOCAL

6.3
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Organizers’ Handbooks landing page - link from Local Landing page (green link in striped 
side bar). 
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   Local   Community Organizer’s Handbooks

Welcome to the Community Organizers Handbook!

We're so glad you're here! In this space you'll �nd pages that cover all aspects of local community organizing. 
Pages include overviews, programmatic details related to NetSquared Local, case studies from organizers in the 
�eld, and available resources to help you be successful. We know that this space is especially valuable for the 
NetSquared Local organizer network because of the programmatic details included and many of the 
NetSquared-branded resources, but we hope it can be valuable for anyone looking for a guide to local 
organizing.

This space is public for a reason! NetSquared supports organizers around the world in creating community and 
making real impact. So why not share our resources, examples, and lessons learned to help anyone looking to 
do the same thing! If you want to join the NetSquared Local network, we'd love to hear from you. But if you 
want to use this space in your own work, we just ask that you help us continue to improve it - and we hope 
that's a good deal for everyone!

About the Camp Handbook

NEWS: NetSquared Camps are back for 2012! NetSquared Local organizers can apply for funding via the 
Regional Gathering Fund.

Our vision is for NetSquared Camps to provide a local entry-point for entrepreneurial nonpro�ts/NGOs, developers 
and designers to demonstrate projects, build stu� together and forge meaningful collaborations. Building on the 
success of self-organizing formats like Barcamp and the lessons we've learned in developing an inter-disciplinary 
approach to conferencing over the last four years, NetSquared Camps bring people, tools, resources and projects 
together to help accelerate world-changing ideas.

In this section of the handbook you'll �nd details about, strategy around, and implementation details for making 
Local Camps happen around the world.

Organizer’s Handbook
    

         

                           Download pdf

                           Quickstart one-pager

Planning

Hosting Monthly Events

Growing Your Community

Camp Handbook                 

                           Download pdf

6. LOCAL
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Community Organizers’ Handbook Content page. 

6. LOCAL

Sitemap:  VC.

6.4   Top and bottom modules call 
out importance of Community Tips 
page. Pictures of organizers should be 
people who provide tips in these actual  
sections. 

6.41  Clicking a high-level sec-
tion diplays that page (ie, Hosting 
Monthly Events has its own page) and 
also opens the corresponding sub-nav, 
closes other section sub-nav (if open).

6.42  Request Edit surfaces a dialog 
(see Dialogs, later in this section). 

6.43  Variety of suggested styles for 
text formatting. Content will require 
considerable hierarchy and flexibility.

6.4

6.41

6.42

6.43
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Community Organizers’ Handbook Community Tips page. 

Sitemap:  VC.

6.5   Arrow/ link reinforces how to 
return to section that the community 
tips relate to. 

6.51  Connect button has been 
brightened a bit here - see Photoshop 
file for color specifics. 

6.52  Tips should always appear as 
quotes, in Times Roman with quote 
marks, in the bubbles. 

6.5

6.5

6.51

6.52
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Community Organizers’ Handbook Dialogs.

Request EditRequest Edit
Organizer’s Handbook: Hosting Monthly Events: Formats & TopicsOrganizer’s Handbook: Hosting Monthly Events: Formats & Topics

Thanks for your interest in keeping our handbook up to date! Please provide a brief 
summary of your suggested edit for Programmatic Details, and we’ll insert it for you 
or get back to you with questions as soon as possible:

x

SuSubmbmitit R ReqeqqqueueststSubmit Request

Sitemap:  VC.

6.6  This dialog shows the number 
of tips the user has already submit-
ted for the given section and navito-
rial copy changes accordingly. “Add 
New” button changes dialog to a blank 
bubble and navitorial copy changes ac-
cordingly, with only “Add New”  
button showing/ active. 

After Community Tip is added, page 
refreshes with that tip immediately. 

6.61  After request is successfully 
submitted, this dialog refreshes with a 
confirmation.

6.6

6.61
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Landing Page - appears when “About NetSquared” is clicked in Global Nav. Sitemap:  VII.

7. ABOUT
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Our Team page - appears when “Our Team” is clicked in the About Landing sidebar, or via 
About NetSquared subnav menu. 

Sitemap:  VIIA. 

7. ABOUT
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Local FAQs - appears when “Local FAQs” is clicked in the About Landing sidebar, via About 
NetSquared subnav menu, or in the Local section. 

Sitemap:  VIIC, VIID, VIIE.

Community Curation and Challenge 
FAQs pages also follow this format.

7. ABOUT


